
To:   Budget Advisory Committee 
From:   Kathy Murray and Cabinet 
Subject: Fiscal 2020 Budget priorities 
Date:   November 30, 2018 
 
As you begin your review the Cabinet’s budget priorities in detail, I want to share some of my 
observations. 
 
Before turning to specific requests, I want to review two key planning assumptions because 
they make up a significant part of the increased allocations: 

• One is financial aid, where we recommend an additional $2.9 million to help Whitman 
achieve its access and affordability goals. As recommended by the strategic plan, these 
funds will support both need-based and merit aid increases. They will be targeted 
toward increasing the diversity of our incoming class, as well as reducing the financial 
aid gap of incoming students as we begin to work toward meeting full need for our 
entire student body. 

• A second is allocating an additional $2 million toward staff and faculty salaries, which 
would represent a 4 percent increase to the salary pool. This money would be allocated 
both toward merit increases, as well as for promotions and equity adjustments. After a 
number of years of more modest increases, we believe this decision is important as we 
work to recruit and retain the best staff and faculty for the college. In recent years, we 
have found it increasingly difficult to hire and keep the best employees, especially on 
the staff side, as regional and national wages have risen due to both decreased 
unemployment and new minimum wage standards in the state of Washington. 

 
Next, I want to talk about a number of new staff position requests that the Cabinet and I have 
prioritized. I want to break these down into two areas: those that will help Whitman achieve 
the goals recommended through our strategic plan, and those necessary to help us achieve the 
fundraising goals that will ultimately make our strategic plan a success. 

• Starting with the fundraising piece, we are recommending three new positions in 
development. It is quite typical to ramp up development staff when a college is 
considering the launch of a significant fundraising campaign, which we are. Should the 
board vote to enter a campaign at their February meeting, it will be critical to ramp up 
our fundraising capacity quickly, and these positions anticipate that need. Specifically, we 
are recommending an Associate Director of Prospect Management, a Director of Major 
Gifts, and an Administrative and Stewardship Assistant. More details about each role are 
in your materials. The Associate Director of Prospect Management position has already 
been approved by the Board, but I still believe it is important for you to be aware of it. 

• Next, there are two positions—1.37 FTE--related to supporting students as they prepare 
for Life After Whitman. The .37 FTE increase is for the SEC School Programs Coordinator, 
making this position full-time to support student participation in the local schools. I want 
to note that this change, like the one position in Development, has already been made, 
and thus the college has committed to this increase. Again, I believe it’s important for you 
to be aware of it. The second is the addition of another full-time Career Counselor. 



Student interest in career counseling services has increase and the existing career 
counselor’s schedule is already fully booked. It is our hope that this second position will 
give more students access to career planning resources earlier in their time at Whitman. 

• Finally, there are five positions – totaling 3.65 FTE – that are dedicated to improving the 
Whitman experience for students, faculty and staff and to achieving our strategic goals 
around community and building a sense of belonging. These include three full-time 
positions: Senior HR Generalist, Internal Communications Specialist, and an additional 
Athletic Trainer. The HR position will allow Whitman’s HR department to take on more of 
the important work around recruiting, retaining and supporting diverse staff and ensuring 
equity for our employees. The Internal Communications Specialist will help to make 
campus more welcoming and inclusive by ensuring that information is shared effectively 
and consistently, everything from what’s happening on campus today to critical 
procedural information for faculty, staff and students. The additional Athletic Trainer will 
ensure that all athletes – of all genders, as well as varsity and club-sport participants – 
will have the support to participate in their chosen sports in a safe and healthy manner. 
 
And finally, the two part-time positions include a half-time testing coordinator to better 
support the growing volume of students that need testing accommodations, and  a rental 
fleet technician, only a .15 FTE increase, to support the growing demand for use of the 
college’s vehicles for a variety of academic and co-curricular purposes. 

 
I think it is important also to point out that two new tenure-track faculty lines were approved by 
the Board last May for searches during this academic year and appointments to begin in the fall. 
The dollars for those positions in Psychology and Film/Media Studies are included in the faculty 
salary budget. 
 
While there are a lot of requests here across a broad range of areas, what makes me confident 
in these requests is the remarkable alignment in the vision for these positions. All are solidly 
focused on supporting the success of Whitman’s strategic plan, and that, ultimately, is why they 
represent the Cabinet’s top priorities. We also recognize that we may not be able to produce a 
balanced budget that includes all of these positions, so we are seeking input from the Budget 
Advisory Committee about which seem most critical to you. 
 
Also, as Peter’s memo indicated, we have not yet thoroughly studied the requests for additional 
program dollars. We will appreciate your input on those requests as well as we return to our 
work to develop a balanced budget in the coming weeks. 
 
Thank you for your contributions to this important work. 
 
 
 
 



































Budget request justifications 

Admission and Financial Aid 
1. PowerFAIDS License ($3,0000/year)

Whitman currently has three licenses for PowerFAIDS, our financial aid software, which have
been shared by four financial aid staff as well as by WCTS in their support of the financial aid
office. With a large increase in financial aid applications in recent years (700 additional in the
past year alone), it is critical that all financial aid staff are able to access PowerFAIDS at the
same time. We are able to pick up the one-time license cost (approximately $15,000} with
surplus funds, but request the ongoing licensing funds of $3,000/year.

2. Increased Recruitment Travel ($25,000/year)

As the higher education landscape changes, the Admission team is working to ex�and our
recruitment presence nationally. Travel is one aspect of this effort. Complicating this, travel
costs have increased simply to marntain our current travel schedule. This is due to our move to
locating our recruiting staff solely in Walla Walla, compared to our recent past, where we had
recruiters based in Southern California, the Bay Area and the Seattle area. We expect to fund
some of this travel by reallocating funds saved through other efficiencies (mailing costs, for
example), but additional funds will be needed.

3. Assistant Director of Admission for Diversity Recruitment ($45,000 salary - OPE not

included)

The strategic plan calls for an additional staff member in the Admission office, to bolster our
efforts to recruit an increasingly diverse enrolling class each year. This position will allow us to
build stronger relationships with community-based organizations, develop new and stronger
programming to attract underrepresented students, and develop a comprehensive regional
recruitment strategy aimed at diversifying future entering classes.







Addendum to 2019-20 budget proposal for 1-00-24-60004: Funding for Instructure. Canvas 

Budget Request: 

Canvas is an annual subscription-based service, which in the 2019-20 FY will cost $31,450.i 

This cost is expected to rise by 5% per year. 

Justification: 

AIT AG, a team of over 20 faculty pilot testers, and Technology Services recommend that 

Whitman replace its Learning Management System (LMS) CLEo (Sakai) with Instructure's 

Canvas. In our year-long pilot program exploring LMS options, faculty testers discovered and 

made use of a wealth of features in Canvas that promote teaching and learning, efficiency in 

teaching infrastructure (e.g. communications with students, assignment management, etc), and 

oiler many opportunities for evaluation and assessment of students' progress beyond grading. 

Many ol'these features exceed CLEo's cunent or anticipated functionality. Canvas was 

demonstrated to be a well-suppo11ed, useful, reliable, forward-thinking product that complements 

Whitman College faculty and students' current strategies for teaching and learning. 

We believe that it will be increasingly unlikely that future releases of Sakai will keep pace with 

advances in educational technology compared to a "software-as-a-service" 
0

(SAAS) product like 

Canvas. Further, Technology Services seeks to more heavily invest its efforts not in the behind 

the scenes maintenance of an LMS, but in supporting how Whitman uses the features of the 

system. Switching to Canvas will significantly reduce staff time spent on LMS maintenance, 

creating the ability for this to happen. 

Background: 

Why Canvas and not CLEo? Or something else? 

The 2017 Learning Management System pilot test of Canvas and Schoo logy sought to establish 

how our current LMS, CLEo (then Sakai 2.9) compared to other SAAS LMS platforms for 

higher education. Our project investigated what other LMS platforms offer that make them 

attractive to our peer institutions, and what advantages these platforms offer that are relevant to 

our situation at Whitman College. Through evaluating future options for LMS adoption or 

upgrades, Technology Services hoped to gain a better understanding of how faculty and students 

use this type of software, what features they viewed as most important to teaching and learning, 

and how switching to a SAAS model might impact college resources spent in maintaining our 

LMS, which is currently self-supported on site. 

In 2015, Technology Services undertook a survey of all faculty on their perceptions of Sakai 

CLEo, the LMS currently in use. Fifty-seven faculty took part in this survey. Based on survey 

results and market analysis, Technology Services selected Canvas by Instructure and Schoology 



by Scho�logy. as potential replacements for CLEo. The 2017 pilot test of these two platforms 
involved 23 faculty, seven Technology Services stafl: and over 500 students making full use of 
the software through two semesters from spring term 2017 through fall term 20 I 7. Data on 
general satisfaction, ease-of-use, technical difficulties, and feature desirability were collected 
from pilot test participants by means of survey instruments, focus groups, listening sessions, and 
an email listserv for tracking support requests. Technology Services staff also created a Pugh 
matrix evaluating the feat'ure set of Canvas and Schoo logy against Sakai CLEo. 

Our data conclusively show that Canvas was preferred over Schoology and Sakai CLEo by 
faculty. Students also showed a preference for Canvas, although the results for students are less 
conclusive. Canvas was also evaluated to have a more extensive and robust feature set than Sakai 
CLEo according to our Pugh matrix. Schoology was rated similarly to Sakai CLEo in terms of 
satisfaction and determined to have a slightly less robust feature set. Subjectively, Canvas was 
regarded as a more effective LMS than Sakai CLEo by faculty in several key areas that are 
heavily used (content sharing, assessment & feedback to students). In addition, Canvas 
demonstrated strengths in several areas identified by EDUCAUSE's 2014 ECAR report as 
important trends in creating an agile educational technology infrastructure: Mobile accessibility, 
portal integration, customization and personalization, and Leaming Tools Interoperability (L TI). 
Lastly, but not insignificantly, in 2018, Instructure now has 24.9% of the market share and is 
drawing clients away from other well-established platforms like Sakai and Blackboard. Sakai's 
use has slowly diminished during this same time frame and its market share has fallen to 2.7%. 
(Edutechnica 2018. http://edutechnica.com/tag/market-share/ ).

My office/department has a non-course site on CLEo. What happens lo non-course sites? 

Technology Services is still investigating this, but non-course sites ( e.g. Dean of Faculty site) 
will either be housed in Canvas, or perhaps in a different space like Google Team Drives. More 
discussion and research will yield answers. 

The summary mentioned "assessment. " What does that mean? 

Beyond grading students work in individual courses, Canvas offers a robust set of tools for 
student assessment to allow faculty to share grading rubrics with each other, track ce11ain student 
usage activities of course materials ( e.g. number of views or downloads), as well as opportunities 
to view (with permission!) student performance across multiple courses. Technology Services is 
still learning about all the capabilities, and will consult with AIT AG and others to determine the 
assessment tools' functionality that is appropriate for Whitman to utilize. 

; Actual cost of purchase is $33,400. However, we would be realizing $1,950 in savings by leaving CLEo. There 

are additional one-time costs for implementation which Technology Services will pay for through reallocation of 

existing funds. 



Mu/it-Factor Authentiction (MFA) Budget Request - $21 K, annual

MFA reduces Whitman College's exposure risk 

MFA increases credential security across IT systems that use a username and password, 

including myWhitman, email/calendar/collaboration apps, Learning Management System, etc. 

MFA will reduce the risks associated with the vulnerability inherent in the username and 

password combination -- specifically, this combination is easily compromised and is the target of 

ever-increasing [and sophisticated] campaigns to fool individuals into unknowingly providing 

their username and password into fraudulent websites and systems (i.e. phishing). 

MFA is preventative 

Recent breaches resulting from compromised credentials include government agencies like the 

Federal Office of Personnel Management and higher education institutions like the University of 

Maryland, where cleanup efforts cost millions of dollars. MFA prevents a bad actor with a 

compromised username + password access to our critical systems. 

MFA will enable expanding services 

WCTS has outstanding requests from various offices on campus that would like to offer 

extended functionality within existing systems. Extending functionality of high-risk systems (e.g. 

self-service financial aid, direct deposit enrollment/changes, tax document (e.g. W2) access) 

has not been pursued due to the increased risk of remotely accessing these functions with a 

single layer of security (username + password) protecting these services. MFA removes much 

of the risk of enabling and extending existing services to Whitman community members. 

MFA will allow for the consolidation of infrastructure 

(and streamline user experience) 

WCTS maintains duplicate, discrete identity and authorization systems in order to mitigate the 

risks of a single username + password combination. Properly managed MFA will allow WC-TS 

to explore the consolidation of these duplicative systems -- freeing up both the financial and 

human resources that are currently consumed maintaining these systems. 

An added benefit of this consolidation would be the elimination of separate logins for systems 

that occupy different security zones - for example, currently a person has a separate username 

+ password for accessing Colleague -- this consolidation would allow individuals to eliminate

this additional credential in favor of a more sophisticated multi-factor logic to ensure the same

level of security.

MFA is desirable and becoming 'expected' 

MFA is an added layer of security that is becoming expected and standard among many 

organizations and institutions. Industry Best Practice recommends individuals leverage multi-

I 



factor authentication on any service that offers this advanced mechanism. Examples include 

Microsoft, Apple, Google, Facebook, and most every banking or financial institution. 

The current nature of our integrated and legacy systems has prevented Whitman College from 

being able to insert MFA with existing tools -- a modern, universal, supportable solution is 

necessary. 

MFA and our peers 

A survey of the Consortium of Liberal Arts Colleges shows that 80% of the respondents' report 

having a multi-factor solution in place already. Of those that do not have an MFA solution yet in 

place, 85% are planning to implement such a solution in the next 18 months. 







MEMORANDUM 

TO: Whitman Budget Advisory Committee 
FR: John Bogley, Vice President for Development and Alumni Relations 
DA: November 14, 2018 
RE: Budget Request Supporting Narrative from Development and Alumni Relations 

Level A Priorities 

Line 1. Associate Director of Prospect Management 

This position was approved in June of2018 by the Board of Trustees as an essential investment 
in launching the potential nucleus phase of a campaign-and it's a key gap in our skill-area 
coverage in the department, whether or not we have a campaign. Good data, good analysis of 
that data and pai1nership with the major gifts team to drive more efficient and timely work of the 
major gifts and planned giving fundraisers are primary focal points of this position, already 
approved by the Board of Trustees at the June retreat and off-cycle from our typical budget 
request process at Whitman. The staff work needs indicated from both the Pool Analysis and 
implementation of the Prospect Research and Management project completed earlier in 2018 
make this position a pivotal one for our work. 

Line 2. Director a/Major G(fts 

Whitman's major gifts program is the engine that will drive campaign success and reaching our 
overall fundraising goal. In its review of our development program, Bentz Whaley Flessner has 
recommended strongly the addition of a leader of our major gifts team who also has 
responsibility for some of our highest capacity donors. Working in partnership with the 
Associate Vice President for Development, the Vice President for Development and Alumni 
Relations, and the Prospect Management team, the person in this position will deepen our 
outreach to leadership donors and provide greater leadership and focus on the efforts and results 
of the major gift officers. In addition to the Bentz Whaley Flessner recommendation, this 
position was strongly recommended in the Boston Consulting Group's Best Practices 
Benchmarking repo11 in 2016. 

line 3. Administrative and Stewardship Support 

For executive leadership and our major gifts team the demands of organizing a campaign require 
extensive administrative support and our team is both highly capable and very lean. The success 
of our fundraising work is dependent upon generous donors, but also those who provide 
administrative support for travel, record keeping, donor communications, logistics for events, 
and other office support. Their work makes the externally-focused fundraisers more efficient 
and provides better stewardship of gifts. The addition of one administrative assistant is an 
important investment in organizational efficiency during the high-paced work required in a 
campaign and necessary given the proposed other additions to staff requested above. 



Lines 4-9--Augmented Travel for Development Staff 
This funding will be to provide roughly two additional trips per year for members of our major 

gift team and our leadership annual giving officer whose budgets need supplementing for the 

expected to expand our visits with prospective and current donors and increase giving. More 

face-to-face contact is essential to raising the additional money needed to make the campaign 
- - - ---- - ---

success fu I. 

Line 10--Professional Development for Advancement Services Staff 
The addition of our Associate Director of Prospect Management, the retirement of a 27-year 
veteran of prospect research, and the proliferation of packages necessary to run our modern 
development and alumni relations office necessitate additional funds to support travel to training 
conferences. Data management, optimizing software use, learning from peers, and keeping up 
with the latest trends in our work is crucial to our success. In addition to strengthening our 
competencies in our work, professional training is a morale booster and therefore an investment 
in staff retention. 







Budget request justifications 

Communications 

1. Internal Communications Specialist ($45,000 salary - OPE not included}

Increasing a sense of belonging for all members of the Whitman community-students, faculty

and staff-is a key piece of Whitman's strategic plan. Improving Whitman's internal

communications efforts is an important tactic to achieve this goal. This position would focus on

improving and streamlining all kinds of communications within Whitman. They would help all

members of the community better understand what's happening across campus by promoting

events, ensuring broad participation in important campus-wide conversations, and more

effectively disseminating critical information such as benefits information for faculty and staff,

and registration information for students. This staff member would collaborate across campus

on content creation and work with other communications staff to make best use of channels

including the college's website, social media, new apps, and printed materials.







TO: Cabinet Members 

FROM: Helen Kim, Interim VP for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 

RE:. Request and Rationale for Director of lntercultural Center position 

DATE: November 16, 2018 

On May 16, 2018, President Murray sent an e-mail to the Whitman community detailing various 

strategic planning tactics that rose to the level of priorities for the college's senior leadership. Under its 

broader recommendation of investing in the Whitman experience for all members of the Whitman 

community, the addition of resources in the lntercultural Center, specifically in programming and 

director-level staff to support a more diverse student population emerged as a priority tactic. 

My request for Director of the lntercultural Center aligns with this tactic and recognizes a very clear 

need for someone at a more advanced-level staff position than the current Associate Director who 

largely manages and oversees the vast programming that takes place to support students from diverse 

backgrounds, particularly those from historically underrepresented groups. As the college continues to 

prioritize increasing the socioeconomic and racial/ethnic diversity of the student population and the 

strategic plan that accompanies these demographic changes, a Director of the lntercultural Center will 

be key in crafting and enacting a vision for a campus unit that will likely become an increasing place of 

focus, activity, and support for students, staff, and faculty. 

Based on discussions with Telara McCullough and her compilation of CUPA salary survey data from the 

Panel of 19, Panel of 42 and internal equity comparison data for other Whitman Student Program 

Directors, I propose that this 1.0 FTE position have a salary of $70,000 + OPE. I am also requesting 

$10,000 of non-personnel costs to fund professional development opportunities. 

DtV J
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2019-2020 Budget request 
lntercultural Center 

Explanation 

The request attached highlights the changes in our student population and the changing 
demands and expectations that our department has faced over the last few years and that 
continue to emerge as we tackle these changes and embrace the tactics of our campus strategic 
plan. The main focus of all these initiatives is to increase student-centered programs, learning 
opportunities, and other efforts to ensure that learning on campus continues, that dialogue and 
conversation is encouraged, and that our students from traditionally underrepresented groups 
are able to develop a true sense of belonging on campus. 

Below I am highlighting the items in our budget that are new or that represent a significant 
monetary adjustment as we move forward with an explanation for the request. 

Intercultural Center & GAC Budget request - $15,550.00 Increase 
• Leadership Scholars - $5000.00 Increase

A cohort-based program focused on leadership development among students who are
first-generation, working- class, or those who have overcome hardships and
demonstrated the potential of leadership through their application materials. Through
community building, individual advising, and leadership development we help create a
sense of belonging for this group of students while encouraging their involvement and
growth in our campus. This is one of the programs that our department oversees that
provides ongoing support to students that participated in the Summer Fly-In. The
program was established by Kazi Joshua in 2016-2017 without an established operations
budget. In the first year ( with just one group of first-year students), the cost of the
program was $2,500. This would be an initial request to have a sustainable budget to
support this program, recognizing that we will add students every year.

• Freedom Songs - $2000.00 Increase
A student-initiated program (started in 2016 by Joel Ponce '16). It was funded via the
Rabinowitz Award for the last two years, with the IC serving an advisory role and with
the intention that, in order to make sure that the legacy of the program continues, the IC
would absorb it into the departments' programming efforts. The program, a social justice
concert featuring Whitman students, serves to elevate marginalized voices while creating
opportunities to dialogue related to race, justice, and belonging.

• Staff Conferences/Travel - $3500.00 Increase
Professional development budget for Associate Director, Program Adviser & WISE
Coordinator. Our work requires remaining informed on changing needs, best practices,
and new learning opportunities for our students and the campus as a whole. In the past,
we've had a limited budget set aside for this (limited to one conference, usually NCO RE,
for the Assistant Director). It is important that we support this work, and all the
individuals working with students, by encouraging and supporting ongoing learning and
professional development opportunities.

• Student Conference/Travel - $2000.00 Increase
For the last few years, we have built on the culture of encouraging students to pursue
learning and development opportunities through student conferences; most of these
efforts have been and will continue to be supported through the ASWC Travel & Student
Development Fund as it is available to all students. However, having resources in our
budget to support portions that are not covered through that funding (such as meals), is
critical if we want to continue to offer these opportunities to students and allows
students with fewer personal resources to even consider participating in conferences and



similar learning opportunities. These opportunities have been well received in the past 
and have helped develop more leaaership-arid engagement among our students. 

• Other - $3050.00 Increase
These changes reflect the need for general year-to-year adjustments to already
established expenses as costs increase.

o Supplies
o Printing & communication
o Staff expenses & miscellaneous
o GAC Building managers (salaries)
o GAC student staff meals
o GAC supp lies

))(Ve_, 

Affinity Group Support - $11,500.00 Increase 
One of the Enhancing Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Working Group tactics states that we need 
to "review the material support for affinity groups and determine if is sufficient and make 
appropriate recommendations if necessary." Over the last couple of years, students have 
expressed the needs for affinity group support and community building opportunities. Under 
the current ASWC structure (which is very similar to what we find in our peer institutions), club 
organizations that are closed by identity cannot receive financial support through ASWC. For 
this reason, it is critical that we develop an institutional structure of support for these groups. 
This year we're operating a funding structure through the generous support of the Dean of 
Students office, but it is critical that the Intercultural Center (the DEi office's arm focused on 
student support) be able to continue to support this growing need. 

• General affinity group support - $8000.00 Increase
Three years ago there were 3 affinity groups on campus: FGWC (funded. through DOS
office), PRISM (funded through long-established endowed budget) and WCF (support
through InterVarsity); as stated above, this has changed significantly and will continue to
evolve and we need to be prepared for those changing needs.

o Current list of affinity groups (not including at least 3 Religious/Spiritual Life
supported groups)

• APIA - Asian Pacific Islander Association
• FGWC - First Generation/Working Class
• FUBU - For Us, By Us
• Men of Color
• PRISM - LGBTQIA+
• SASA - South Asian Students Association
• WISC - Women in STEM Club
• WoCV - Womxn of Color Voices

• FGWC group support & FGWC mentorship support - $3000.00 Increase
Building on the strategic tactic to "continue support of the Summer Fly in program and
related support activities," our work connected to FGWC student populations continues
to grow and evolve. This year, the FGWC Mentor Program budget (currently supported
by the general IC budget) is $1,500 per year. The Program Adviser oversees this program
and has noted the progressive increase of FGWC students on campus; this has increased
the number of students who participate in the program - this year we have our largest
group of participation, which affects allocation of funds for each event. The Mentor
Program aims to put on an event every month to build community and sense of
belonging (7-8 events annually), and with the current budget we will have to reduce the
number of events. This would affect FGWC students' ability to create community
amongst themselves and with their mentors. The current request will allow the program

2 



to continue to support the community needs - it would allow for more students to 
participate, and thus enhance their sense ohvell-being and belonging on campus. 

LGBTQIA+ Resources - $6000 New Budget 
This is a completely new budget request to support the work of the LGBTQIA+ Resource 
Coordinator - a part-time position that was created in 2016 and has been operating without a 
budget through the support of the IC & RSL operating budgets. With this minimum request, the 
staff member would have an operational budget for the work they do in addition to working with 
PRISM interns to manage the endowed budgets (with a yearly payout of approximately $2,500-
3,000) for student programming. This budget request cover: 

• Professional association membership & resources
• Conference/Travel
• Intern wages (2 interns) & meals
• Supplies & Printing
• Safe Zone Training for campus

3 



Proposed ISSS Budget for 2019-2020 

Current annual budget: $22,668 

Requested increase: $19,917 

Requested total budget for 2019-2020: $42,585 

International Student Orientation - $19,000 ($6,000 increase from $13,000) 

In line with the strategic priority of Increasing access and affordability and enhancing equity and 

inclusion, this increase is needed to allow all incoming international and multinational students 

to have the same ability to participate in orientation programs as their U.S. peers. Due to 

increased international class sizes and the fact that there will be no head count for the various 

orientation programs until June 15, 2019, this increase in funding will ensure that all 

international students will have the same ability as their U.S. peers to choose to participate in a 

Scramble, SCORE or Exploration. 2019 will mark the first year that the same options are 

available to incoming international students as well as U.S. students. This will also provide more 

opportunities for international students to meet their U.S. peers, begin building friendships 

through small group experiences and start to create a home for themselves here. 

Intern wages - $1,700 

This increase accounts for the minimum wage increase to $12/hr in Washington State In 2019, 
and will allow ISSS to continue to provide an internship opportunity that amounts to five hours 

of work per week when classes are in session. 

Pre-Orientation Packet - $1,285 

ISSS has been asked to take over production costs for these packets, which were previously paid 

for by other offices (Admission, New Student Orientation). 

Professional development - $6,000 ($4,000 increase from $2,000) 

In line with innovating the curriculum and enhancing diversity and inclusion, the College has 

created a Center for Global Studies and a Global Studies concentration, which will result in an 

increased number of international faculty visiting Whitman. Coupled with increased 

international class sizes and a currently volatile immigration landscape, it is imperative that the 

international adviser stay up-to-date on changing policies, procedures and best practices, and 

develops and maintains good working relationships with governmental officials and immigration 

compliance officials at other institutions. 

NAFSA membership & manual license - $850 

NAFSA membership and an annual license for the advising manual are critical keystones for 
immigration compliance, and the slight increase this year will allow for the purchase of some 

additional training and educational materials. 
Friendship Family program - $2,500 

This program has grown along with the international community at Whitman, and has had a 
waiting list in recent years as we try to expand our network of families. The added numbers at 

our three annual all-group meals require additional funds, as well as increased efforts on the 

part of the IC to provide educational guidance materials to participating families and students. 

The Friendship Family program is a critical piece of how we support the tactics of celebrating our 

location, by helping facilitate personal connections between international students and scholars 

and the local community, and that of enhancing inclusion, helping to create a more welcoming 

environment and make Whitman and Walla Walla feel more of a second home to the 

international community at Whitman. 



International Student & Scholar Services 

Budget Increase Proposal 2019 - 2020 

The International Student & Scholar Services program is continuing to grow at a fast pace, from 75 

enrolled students in Fall Semester 2015 to 116 enrolled students in 2018, along with six College 

employees on scholar visas and 14 recent graduates engaging in employment authorization 

opportunities across the U.S. Combined with enrolled "Third Culture Kids," or multinational U.S. 

students who have largely lived abroad before coming to Whitman, the international student 

community has grown to comprise over 8% of the overall student population. Due to the significantly 

increased number of admitted international students since the 2012-2013 academic year, and our 

inclusion of multinational students in international programs and services, this budget proposal is based 

on an estimated 40 new incoming students who will require international programs and services in the 

2019-2020 year. 

The following budget increase request is grounded in an attempt to be as inclusive and equitable as 

possible in the welcome that our international community receives at Whitman. Historically, 

international students at Whitman College have had the opportunity to engage in orientation programs 

to a limited and much lesser degree than their U.S. peers: international students could choose one of 

two Scrambles of the same design, and could participate in roughly two/thirds of a SCORE. In order to 

provide new international students with the same options to engage in orientation programs as their 

U.S. peers in 2019, the international student orientation program must be reduced in duration and 

offered twice. If the international orientation program cannot be offered as two separate programs 

before New Student Orientation, the result will be that n�w international students may not participate 

in any Scramble, SCORE, or Exploration. The only other alternative would be to eliminate International 

Student Orientation entirely, which would be detrimental to new international students' transition to 

Whitman College and would leave them dangerously under informed about their rights, responsibilities 

and obligations as students present in the U.S. on nonimmigrant visas. 

This change in International Student Orientation will require significantly increased funds for dining hall 

services for participating students and an increase in student staff. Another need for a significant 

increase in funding is institutional immigration compliance. In the current political climate and 

considering the drastic policy and procedural changes that have been enacted in recent months, it is 

imperative that the International Student & Scholar Adviser regularly attend the regional and national 

NAFSA conferences. This is crucial in order to keep pace with the rapidly changing immigration 

landscape, consult with colleagues and government officials on continually evolving best practices and 

ensure federal compliance for the College. The creation of the Center for Global Studies and the Global 

Studies concentration will precipitate an increase in international scholars, which is an additional reason 

for increased professional development within 1555. Other reasons for the increase in funding include 

the creation of the Global Whitties program, a peer mentoring program for international students, as 

well as the inclusion of pre-orientation communications expenses in the 1555 budget( as Admission and 

New Student Orientation have asked that 1555 take over these expenses. 
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Social Security - $600 

Historically, this service to international students was subsidized by IC office staff using their 

own personal vehicles and gas to transport students to and from the Social Security 

Administration office. The increased number of trips required to meet increasing student 

numbers made it clear that this was a liability, and all trips are now being conducted in College 

owned vehicles or vehicles rented under the College's rental agreement. This increase will allow 

us to offer five different dates to new international students to make the trip to apply for an 

SSN. 

Sprintax Federal Filing & Tax Determination System - $4,000 (increase from $900 for tax filing only) 

The Sprintax Federal Filing & TDS will allow the College to provide expert service to international 

students as well as staff and scholars, while removing our liability and lightening an increasingly 

challenging workload for ISSS, Human Resources arid the Business Office.· Historically, ISSS & the 

Business Office collaborated to provide tax workshops for international students, which exposed 

the College to legal liability and required Business Office staff to be available after office hours 

to assist students. The increasing numbers of international students and visiting scholars, as 

well as the demographic change of the student population and the increasing number of 

international students with complex tax histories in the U.S. has put an untenable burden on the 

Business Office, Human Resources and the Office of the Provost, who have reached out to ISSS 

to take over portions of the work, which is far outside the realm of immigration compliance and 

international advising. This software ensures tax compliance for the international community, 

whether students or employees, without leaving the College liable, nor putting an extra burden 

on employees who do not have the required expertise and licensure to execute these tasks 

appropriately. Providing qualified and easily usable tax services not only makes the College 

more accessible to the international community and creates a more inclusive environment in 

which international community members need not see their U.S. tax obligations as an 

insurmountable, often quite confusing hurdle to participation in programs such as the Whitman 

Internship Grant, practical training opportunities, etc. 

Academic year social activities - $1,400 

This increase is needed due to increasing number of international students and their families 

with an increased level of mobility. The number of families of international students with the 

means to travel and visit their students while at Whitman has risen steadily, and has increased 

costs for the senior graduation brunch with visiting families and the international student social 

at the beginning of the school year, during which returning students have the chance to meet 

new international students. Being able to celebrate student success and providing a warm 

welcome to visiting international families contributes to an inclusive environment for a diverse 

student population from all over the globe. 

Academic break social activities - $1,600 

Increased numbers of international students and rising costs in general require a small increase 

in this portion of the budget, so that ISSS can continue to sponsor three dinners during longer 

academic breaks, one local trip in Walla Walla and one trip to Pendleton to learn about local 

history & culture, in line with the tactic of Celebrating Our Location. Additionally, as these group 

meals are strategically planned to help offset gaps in dining hall services, this portion of the 

budget also helps us in pursuing the tactic of Increasing Access & Affordability 

Global Whitties Mentoring Program - $3,000 

ISSS was tasked in late 2017 with re-creating a peer mentoring program for international 

students, currently in its pilot year and being funded by the Dean of Students Office. This 

program had been attempted in the past to little success, albeit i:nuch, much smaller in scope 

due to lack of funds. This funding will allow ISSS to recruit and train returning international 
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students to be mentors, along with providing all-group meals for all participating students, 

monthly activities for the mentor pairs to engage in together, as well as subsidizing meals for 

mentors living off-campus to dine with their mentees. This program is part of our efforts to 

enhance diversity, equity and inclusion on campus, by providing another resource for 

international students as they transition to college and life in the U.S. 

Cell phone reimbursement - $650 

All international students are given the international adviser's mobile phone number during the 

"onboarding process" (visa eligibility review, visa acquisition, etc.) to aide communication and to 

prevent high phone bills for international calls. This has also played a key factor in timely 

responses to emergencies when international students are abroad and need immediate 

immigration assistance. 








